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Introduction: 

Context: 
The ELMET project tries to contribute to the development of innovative and updated c-VET 

opportunities by developing a set of resources, in the form of a complete TOOLKIT that 

enables c-VET trainers and experts to design and use the educative Escape Games (including 

digital escape rooms) as new active learning methodology to develop the key abilities and 

competences requested from the Changing Working environments. 

 

Partner Organisations: 
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Objectives of The Escape Game: 
The objective of this escape room scenario is to give the opportunity to the participants to 

understand Digital Transformation and to be able to recognize the main elements that make 

social media crucial for a business. Digital Transformation is not about technology only, even 

though technology is one element of digital transformation. It is what a company/business 

does with technology that creates Digital Transformation.  

After participating in this Escape Room, learners will be able to: 

• Understand the implications of digitalization in all business areas 

• Be aware of the importance of cybersecurity in the new working environments 

• Know how to use digital communication and teamwork tools 

• Get to know potential barriers/difficulties of teleworking and how to manage them 

• Increase their awareness about digital competences and skills as basic for XXI Century 

workers. 

 

 It should not be forgotten that the objectives of an escape game are above all fun. 

However, this tool can also be used as an educational lever. In this case, the escape 

game can help to awaken curiosity and interest around a subject, here the one 

of social entrepreneurship. Therefore, a debriefing time with the players is essential 

to discuss the content and the pedagogy of the escape game. 

 

 

Group Size:  
2-5 participants 

Targeted Audience: 
Employed and unemployed people, especially low qualified, long term unemployed, migrants, 

etc. and active professionals that want to improve their skills and competences to new working 

environments 
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STEP 1: The Concept of the Escape Room 

Scenario: 
 “SmartSnap” is one of the most famous and reputable agencies in Europe in the art of 

photography. SmartSnap has been consistently on top of every professional’s choice when 

the aim to hire top photography agencies is to receive superlative quality pictures that impart 

a positive image of their companies among its current and prospective clients. To reap the 

benefits of an extensive range of photo editing services, it is important for businesses to 

collaborate with top corporate photographers and photo editors. For them to have access to 

top-quality images, SmartSnap has curated a list of top photographers who got hired by the 

HR department of SmartSnap. These photographers have experience in several domains of 

photography, such as 3D imaging, Photoshop, photography, and video production, etc. 

 A few months ago, SmartSnap had announced that a new round of applications had 

opened and that applicants could sent their CV and recommendations to the HR department, 

where the head of the department would read the CVs and decide who will be hired.  

The head of the HR department has made up her mind in February ago and she decided 

that after the 2 rounds of interviews with the top three applicants, Olivia Wilson is the one 

who must be hired. 

However, Olivia has gone missing two days ago and no one can find where she is right 

now. The last person who saw Olivia was SmartSnap’s janitor, Mr. Glenn. According to Mr. 

Glenn Kettil: 

“Olivia was at her office until late on that day, and when she left the office, she 

seemed very upset. She has even forgotten to collect her personal belongings 

from the office. I think, it was the very same day when I heard the Brand 

Manager talking about a new post on Social Media that announces Olivia’s 

arrival in the company. My kid, I am just an old janitor here, these Social Media 

sound very dangerous to me, anyone can be aware of what someone does in 

his or her life. Back in the day, we did not have such things.” 

An unexpected call from Olivia’s family announced to her team that Olivia has been 

kidnapped. The kidnapper has contacted Olivia’s family and he/she is asking for money. Who 

kidnapped Olivia is still a mystery, but an investigation team heard Mr. Glenn’s story and is 

on the way to SmartSnap offices to investigate the place and find clues that might lead them 

to the kidnapper. 

Gameplay:  
 As a group, you have to impersonate the investigation team that has just arrived at 

SmartSnap company and intrude into Olivia’s office and figure out if there are clues right 

there that can lead you to the suspect. You must act fast and hurry up, because the kidnapper 

is ruthless.  

 You are given a paper and a pencil where you must write down the suspects and find 

reasons to kidnap Olivia and their alibis (if any). You are also given a list of suspects that 

occurred from the investigations. Who did kidnap Olivia and what are his or her motives? 
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STEP 2: Preparing the material: 

The Room Layout 

  

Set Design: 
The room must contain: 

• A desk, a chair and everything else an office has, such as stationary. 

• On the desk there must be  

o a sticky note (Note1.1) 

o a locked box (locked with a 4-digit PIN [1253]). The box must contain: 

▪ A smartphone, which must contain the following: 

• MSG2.1  

• An application to read QR codes must be installed. 

▪ Leaflet 2.2 

▪ Insta 2.3 

▪ List 2.4 

o Olivia’s laptop (locked with a 6-digit PIN [222025]). In the laptop, the following 

clues must be included: 

▪ Email 3.1 

▪ The following link that will lead the participants to CV3.2.1 and CV3.2.2 

(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJ

HBEnORqAr?usp=sharing)  

▪ Newsletter 3.3 

▪ Two QR codes (QR3.2.3 and QR3.2.4) that will lead the participants to 

two photos. 

Installation and Reset: 
A preparation time (approx. 20 minutes) and reset time (approx. 10 minutes) is necessary at 

the beginning and end of the game to install and then store all the equipment. 

The room organization and clue distribution plan can help the game master in the carrying 

out of these steps.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=sharing
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Check the restart list. 

 To avoid any unpleasant surprises, it is recommended to always recount the 

material at the end of each session and to check the status of the session. It is possible 

that players may have written in the notebook, on certain game media or that they have 

kept clues in their pockets. 

 

 

How to Set Up the Room / Tasks in order: 
Prior to the participants entrance in the room, they are given a list of 6 suspects. 

They know nothing about these 6 people, but their names only. 

 Suspects 0.1 

List of Suspects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1st Task: 
On the desk there is a sticky note that says: 
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Note 1.1. 

 

This note must lead the participant to task 2. 

The time illustrated at the note is the 4-digit 

PIN of the locked box in task 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd Task: 
When the locked box opens, the participants will find four clues. 

• Clue 2.1. Olivia’s smartphone. 

• Clue 2.2. Employee of the month leaflet. 

• Clue 2.3. Olivia’s contract. 

• Clue 2.4. Screenshots of a FB post about Olivia’s new position and a list of 6 people 

who liked the post. (the 6 people are the same people who appear on the list of 

suspects) 

 

Clue 2.1: 
In Olivia’s smartphone there must loaded a message thread with Erica (who is Suspect 4). 

Erica: 

Do not worry, everything 

will be OK.  

Are you sure it’s your past 

employer who is 

blackmailing you though? 

 MSG 2.1. 

This must make the participants believe that John has 

reasons to kidnap Olivia. 

Olivia: 

I am not sure if it is John, 

but it is possible. 

 

Erica: 

Why do you think it might 

be him? 

 

Olivia: 

He was very upset when I 

left “Aperture”. 
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Clue 2.2. 
 Leaflet 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clue 2.3. 
 Insta 2.3. 

The participants must connect the two dates from 

Clue 2.2 and Clue 2.3 in order to move to the 

Task 3. 
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Clue 2.4. 
  List 2.4. 

List of people who liked Insta 2.3. 

It is the same people who appear in the list 

of suspects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd Task:  
If the participants have perceived the clues correctly, the two dates in Clue 2.2 and Clue 2.3 

must give them a 6-digit PIN (222025) which unlocks Olivia’s laptop. The date Olivia arrived 

at the office was very happy and that date is important to her. 

In Olivia’s laptop, the participants will find 3 clues. 

• Clue 3.1. an email from Newton Michael (suspect no. 2) 

• Clue 3.2. two CVs from two other applicants who did not get the position. 

o Chris McKay (suspect no. 5) 

o Gloria Kettil (suspect no.6) 

• Clue 3.3. a newsletter from her previous workplace. 

Clue 3.1: 
 email 3.1. 

An email from Newton 

where he states that he 

is very excited for her 

and that he is looking 

forward to meet her. 

currently he is in 

Brussels (ALIBI) 
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Clue 3.2.1: Clue 3.2.2: 

  
↑ CV3.2.1: Suspect no. 5 ↑ CV3.2.2: Suspect no. 6 

 

These two files must be in the following Google Drive folder. And a shortcut of this folder 

must be Olivia’s laptop desktop. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=shari

ng  

In the same folder, there are two QR codes that must lead the investigation team to the two 

suspects’ Social Media. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=sharing
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Clue3.2.3 Clue3.2.4 

 

 
QR3.2.3 leads to FB3.2.3 illustrated below QR3.2.4 leads to FB3.2.4 illustrated below 
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Clue3.3: 
 

 Newsletter3.3 

The newsletter announces that Aperture’s CEO, 

Olivia’s former employer who is the 3rd suspect is 

in Copenhagen since last Friday and he will remain 

there for 2 more weeks.  

This gives an alibi to Mr. Lesley. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4th Task: 
The final task is basically brainstorming among the members of the investigation team. 

List of Suspects ALIBIS 

George Alexei 
George seems to be very friendly with Olivia and he has helped her by 
providing a positive feedback to Newton Michael, the head of the 
department. 

Newton Michael Newton Michael is away, in Brussels, for work. 

John Lesley 
John Lesley is also away in Copenhagen where he received the prize for 
Aperture Studios. 

Erica Andersson Erica is Olivia’s best friend. 

Chris McKay 
Chris McKay is just hired in Aperture Studios, the most successful Photo 
Agency of the Year. 

Gloria Kettil 

Gloria Kettil is the one who is mostly connected to the crime scene. Gloria’s 
grandfather is Mr. Glenn Kettil, who is the janitor at SmartSnap and she 
posted a photo of him on Social Media at his workplace. The photo was 
uploaded two days ago when Olivia has gone missing.  
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ENDING:  
With all the clues collected and the riddles solved, participants should be able to understand 

that among the 6 suspects, Gloria is the one who is mainly connected to the crime scene.  

The plot twist in this story is that Mr. Glenn’s confession to the authorities seem to be fake 

and misleading in order to save his granddaughter.  

The participants need to inform the Game Master about their choice and the game finished 

there. 

 

The Necessary Material: 
 

Material to be Printed: 
Check the Google Drive folder with all the elements that need to be printed. 

In this folder you must find the following documents: 

• Suspects 0.1 

• Note 1.1 

• Leaflet 2.2 

• Insta 2.3 

• List 2.4 

(The order is the order the items appear during the game) 

Material you will have to add: 
• A laptop 

• A locked box 

• A smartphone 

• One 4-digit lock 

• One 6-digit lock 

Material you will have to load on the laptop: 
• Email 3.1 

• CV 3.2.1 & CV 3.2.2 

• The following link as a shortcut on the desktop 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp

=sharing 

• QR3.2.3 & QR3.2.4 

• Newsletter 3.3 

 

 

  
• We recommend providing two printed versions of all the game supports. 

• We recommend to use a desk, a laptop, a smartphone, a hanger with a coat on it and 

a drawer that you already have. No need to buy new ones just for the game. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Ku6lUDf822WibQu84EDoGJHBEnORqAr?usp=sharing
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• All clues have been designed to be printed in colour. 

• The dimensions of the supports are also important. Above all, print well in A4, by 

choosing the parameter "Actual size" and NOT "Adjust". Some clues may need to be 

cut, folded... 

• The documents can possibly be laminated to guarantee their lifespan between escape 

game sessions. However, the rendering will be less realistic. 

• Attention, when you install the game zone: make sure you remember the location of 

every clue! This will allow you to follow the progress of the participants during their 

game and give them the right clues. 

• It can be entertaining for players to get confused about certain objects and think that 

they are clues. Nevertheless, it is advisable to remove books with bookmarks that 

sticks out to prevent them from disturbing them (annotations, bookmarks, etc.). If 

this is too constraining, the game master can also alert the players as the game 

progresses and as they should not touch. Be aware that repeated interruptions may 

compromise the immersion of the players. 

• Players should not have to move heavy loads, it is possible to use light pieces of 

furniture, trolleys, pouffes, small chairs, fabric… 

 

Restart List: 
• Make sure note 1.1 is on the desk. 

• Lock the smartphone and with MSG 2.1 loaded on the home page. 

• Put the smartphone, leaflet 2.2, insta 2.3 and list 2.4 back in the box. 

• Put the laptop back on the desk in case the participants have moved it away. 

• Make sure email 3.1 is loaded on the desktop of Olivia’s laptop. 

• Make sure the shortcut with link to SmartSnap’s cloud is on the desktop. 

• Newsletter 3.3 PDF is loaded on the desktop. 
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STEP 3: Playing the Game: 

The Game Master 
 

His/her missions:  

• Prepare all the game media, set up the room and then put it back in place;  

• Welcome the players and immerse them in the atmosphere of their mission before the 

game;  

• Follow the game in order to help them, give them clues or advice;  

• Once the mission is over, the game master is here to debrief with the players by going 

back over the highlights of the mission. 

 TIPS 

In the game space, we advise that the game master remains a little bit away from the 

group in order to leave the necessary space for the players to evolve independently and 

perhaps be less tempted to ask for clues or judge the reactions of the game master. 

 

 

Introduction to the Game: 
 

Before starting the game and as a game master you have to introduce yourself and explain 

your role. The game master is here in case participants need some help or are lost in the 

game. 

Explain the scenario if they still have some questions and explain about the timer: 

1. Ask participants if they have already played an escape game and if not, explain them 

the purpose and mechanisms of escape games. 

2. Give the following instructions:  

• Stay within the defined playing area on the floor, unless one of the clues invites 

you to leave. In this case, only the youngest player may leave. 

• There is no need to use physical force, only mental force. And no clue is hidden 

high up, so there is no need to climb furniture. 

• Each clue is used only once. 

• Remember to explain to the other players what you are doing and listen to each 

other.  

• Don't hesitate to divide up the tasks. 

• And finally, don't forget to keep cool and have fun! 

 TIPS 
It is always better to give the instructions and success tips outside of the playing area, 

ideally in a quiet corner where players can sit down to listen carefully to the game master. 
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Hints: 
 

1. George is always on time; this is something Olivia likes. 

2. Was it a coincidence that George was employee of the month the same day when 

Olivia signed her contract? 

3. A Cloud Space is an important tool for a company, where the different departments 

can upload files, folders, archives and other tools related to their work. 

4. Smartphones are very useful and some applications can help us scan various kinds of 

codes that provide useful information. 

5. A person’s general image on Social Media is important and we have to be very careful 

about what we post in there. 

 

Beginning of the Game 
 

Make sure the instructions are clear for all the participants and when they confirm, drive them 

to the room and set the timer. The game should be 45 minutes: 

► 45 min 

 

 

The Course of the Game 
Here are some examples of how to inform the participants that they have completed/not 

completed the Escape Room on time: 

 Congrats! 

Congratulations, you have shown good team spirit! By collecting all the 

documents and finding all the clues you have been able to find the kidnapper. You used the 

clues wisely and you managed to recognise the suspects who have alibis and the suspects 

who are involved in this crime. Thank to you, your skills and all the tools that you used, the 

authorities are now heading towards Gloria Kettil’s and Glenn Kettil’s houses in order to 

arrest the suspects, interrogate them and hopefully find Olivia.  

You can be proud of you. 

 

 

 Unfortunately, you did not manage to complete your mission on time...  

You were quite very close to the end! All you had to do was... 
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At this stage of the game, if the players wish, the game master can go back to the puzzles 

that were not solved and explain them the process that needed to be followed. 

 

Debriefing Questions:  
1. Do you understand how digital transformation / technology / social media affect a 

company’s work? 

2. Why is technology / cloud services / newsletter so important for a business? 

3. Have you heard about Google Drive / Dropbox / OneDrive / other cloud services before 

the game? 

4. What new knowledge have you gained from the game? 

5. What is the situation in your home country in regards to digital transformation and 

public or private owned companies? 

If needed, the following questions can also be asked: 
6. How did you find the overall experience of this escape room? 

7. What new insights did you gain during this game? 

8. Which puzzle did you find as the most challenging one?  

9. Linking each related clue was making sense to you? 

10. Overall, what would you outline as the main meaning from this educational game? 

11. Do you feel that you learned something more from it, about job hunting? 

12. Have you participated in a similar educational game, whether escape room or anything 

else? What do you think about this method of education? 

13. Is it interesting/efficient? Please elaborate more on that.  

14. What could you add in order to make it more interesting? 

Participants and Game-master can go through the documents and leaflets found to discuss 

the definitions and go deeper into details.  

 

Participants’ Feedback? 
 


